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Location
The Heat Exchanger includes several copper-finned tubes
bent in a circular shape surrounding the Flameholder/
Burner. The number of tubes depends on the model of
heater. The ends of the tubes are expanded into a steel
tube sheet, which is bolted to the Manifold Adapter
(heaters built prior to 3/15/01) or the Inlet/Outlet Manifold
(heaters built after 3/15/01). The ends of the tubes are
sealed with individual O-Rings.

Function
Water flows through the Heat Exchanger Tubes, which
extract heat from the flue gases.
NOTE: The Heat Exchanger can be damaged by operating
conditions like freeze-ups, improper water chemistry, or
corrosives in the vicinity of the heater. Avoid these to keep
the Heat Exchanger in good working order.

Servicing Procedure
Inspect the Heat Exchanger periodically or when operating
problems occur. By removing the Flameholder, a partial
inspection of the inward-facing surfaces of the Heat
Exchanger can be done with a flashlight and mirror. 
For a complete inspection of the Heat Exchanger, remove it
from the unit. If any one of the Heat Exchanger tubes is
damaged, replace the entire Heat Exchanger. Repairing
individual Heat Exchanger Tubes requires special tools and
procedures and should not be attempted.
To Remove the Heat Exchanger:
1. Turn off the filter pump and all electrical power to the

heater. Close the external Manual Gas Valve.
2. If the heater is below the water level of the pool, close

isolation valves to avoid draining the pool.
3. Remove the drain plug or open the petcock under the

Manifold to drain the heater.
4. Loosen the inlet/outlet piping unions.

Heat Exchanger Replacement Instructions
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Figure 1: Heat Exchanger
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5. Remove the Upper Left and Upper Right Jackets and
disconnect the gas pipe back to the external Manual
Gas Valve.

6. For indoor installations, remove the Vent Connector. 
7. Unscrew the Thermal Regulator Plug (plastic

Inlet/Outlet Manifold only - for a cast iron Manifold
Adapter, go to Step 9). 

The Thermal Regulator Spring is behind
the plug  and will cause the plug to fly if not
restrained.

8. Remove the Thermal Regulator along with the spring
attached to it.

9. Remove the Switch Cover(s) on the Manifold.
10. Disconnect all wires to the High Limit Thermostat, AGS

Switch, Thermistor, and Water Pressure Switch. If the
Water Pressure Switch is mounted on a length of cop-
per tubing, remove the switch and tubing as well.

11. Disconnect the electrical supply wires at the junction
box. Pull the Wiring Harness back clear of the Junction
Box to allow removal of the Combustion Chamber
Cover Assembly. 

12. Disconnect the wires and plastic tubing to the
Combustion Air Blower assembly. Be sure to mark the
tubing so that you can reconnect it to the correct ports
at reassembly.

13. Disconnect the gas line union union closest to the
blower inlet.

14. Remove the four bolts holding the Combustion Air
Blower to the adapter plate and remove the blower
complete.

15. Carefully lift the Flame Holder with a gentle twisting
motion. Be careful not to rub it against the combustion
chamber insulation.

16. Remove the 10 bolts holding the Inlet/Outlet Manifold
or the Manifold Adapter to the Heat Exchanger Coil
and remove the Inlet/Outlet Manifold or the Manifold
Adapter.

17. Push the heat exchanger plate back from the opening
in the housing as far as possible.

18. Cut the RTV bead on the joint between the combustion
chamber top and sides.

19. Unscrew the seven screws holding the cover tabs to the
chamber brackets. 

California’s Proposition 65 lists Refractory
Ceramic Fibers heated to 1800° F (982° C) or higher as
a possible human carcinogen. See the warning box on
Page 4 for further information. Call 1-800-752-0183 for
a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

20. With a 2x4 or 2x2 inserted into the lower enclosure,
drive the combustion chamber top up far enough to
break the remaining RTV sealant.

21. Lift the chamber cover from the Combustion Chamber. 
22. Carefully remove the top insulation from the Heat

Exchanger. 
23. Lift the Heat Exchanger from the chamber.
24. Carefully Remove and correctly dispose of the insula-

tion blankets from the bottom of the heat exchanger.
NOTICE: When replacing the Heat Exchanger:
Replace any damaged insulation. No gaps should exist
between the insulation and the Heat Exchanger.

25. Install the new insulation in the bottom of the
Combustion Chamber.

26. Install the new Heat Exchanger in the Combustion
Chamber.

Risk of carbon monoxide leaks if combus-
tion chamber top is deformed in removal or is bent
enough that it won’t seal to the combustion chamber.
Make sure that the combustion chamber top will seal
before reinstalling it. 

27. Replace the top insulation in the Combustion Chamber.
28. Apply a bead of RTV 106 around the Combustion

Chamber cover flange before installing the Cover.
29. Reinstall the Combustion Chamber Cover.
30. Reinstall the seven screws holding the cover tabs to the

chamber brackets. Torque the nuts to 20-30 in-lbs.
31. Reinstall the flame holder in the combustion chamber. 

NOTICE: Replace the flame holder/combustion cham-
ber gasket and the flame holder/adapter plate gasket
when you reinstall the flame holder.

32. Reinstall the combustion air blower on the adapter
plate. Tighten the four bolts in a criss-cross alternating
pattern to 70-80 in.-lbs. torque. 

Fire and explosion hazard. Do not modify
the Air Orifice in the Combustion Air Blower or
replace it with an orifice of a different size. The Air
orifice is sized specifically for the air/gas mixture
required by the burner. Check all seals for tightness to
make sure that the Blower does not leak.

33. Reconnect the gas line union.
34. Reconnect the wiring and plastic tubing on the com-

bustion chamber blower.
35. Reinstall the wiring harness and reconnect the power

supply wires in the junction box. DO NOT TURN ON
THE POWER YET.
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Figure 2: Remove all wires from manifold.
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Manifold Installation (See Figures 3 and 4):
1. Clean the tube sheet and O-Rings  as shown in Figure 3.

Apply silicone grease (supplied) to the O-Rings before
reinstallation.
NOTE: On some heaters, the long manifold bolts used
on the one-piece Inlet/Outlet Manifold will push the
Evaporator Plate out of position. Operating the heater
with the Evaporator Plate out of place can severely
damage the heater. Since the Evaporator Plate can’t be
seen from the outside of the heater, install the short
bolts as directed below to avoid moving it.
NOTE: Heaters with a cast iron Manifold Adapter use
bolts of uniform length.

SR/SRC200 and SR/SRC400 (Figure 4): 
1. Mate the Inlet/Outlet Manifold to the Tube sheet. 
2. Hand-tighten all long bolts; then tighten indicated bolts

(*) enough to allow short bolts to engage. 
3. Follow “Manifold Torque Procedure” at right.

SR/SRC333: 
1. Mate the Inlet/Outlet Manifold to the Tube sheet. 
2. These models use long bolts only. Tighten all bolts

hand tight.
3. Follow “Manifold Torque Procedure” at right.

Manifold Torque Procedure 
(Plastic Inlet/Outlet Manifolds):
1. Make sure that all bolts are engaged and hand tight.
2. Torque the bolts in sequence as shown (Figure 5). Some

noise (popping, etc.) is normal as you tighten.
3. Go around the manifold and retighten the bolts as

needed to 75-115 in.-lbs. torque (you may have to do
this several times).

Manifold Torque Procedure 
(Cast Iron Manifold Adapters):
1. Tighten the bolts in a criss-cross alternating sequence.
2. Torque bolts to 125-150 in.-lbs.

Models SR400/SRC400�
Short Bolt Placement

2-3/4"

2-1/2"

2-3/4"

2-1/2"

* *

Models SR200/SRC200�
Short Bolt Placement

2-3/4"

2-1/2"

2-3/4"

2-3/4"

2-1/2"

2-3/4"

*

*

*

*

Figure 4: Short bolt placement in manifolds of
SR/SRC200 and SR/SRC400 heaters.

1 2

3 6

7 10

5 4

9 8

Torque Pattern - All Models

Figure 5: Manifold bolt torque sequence – all
models
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NOTE: When cleaning, be careful
not to push the tube sheet into the
combustion chamber. If you do,
thread a couple of bolts into it 
and pull it back in place.

Brush off all dust and debris 
with a brush and wipe it down
with a cloth.

Apply silicone grease (supplied) 
to O-Rings.

Clean the tube sheet and O-ring
sealing surface with a nylon brush,
then brighten the tube sheet 
surface with 320 grit emery cloth.

1.

2.

3.

Figure 3: Clean the tube sheet and O-Rings
before reinstalling the manifold.
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Reassembly/Return to Service
1. Reconnect the wires and reinstall  the switch cover(s)

on the Inlet/Outlet Manifold or on the Manifold
Adapter.

2. Replace the vent covers on an indoor installation.
3. If you removed the Water Pressure Switch and the

Thermal Regulator, Spring, and Plug, reinstall them.
4. Reconnect the inlet and outlet unions.
5. Replace the drain plug or close the petcock under the

manifold.
5. Open the isolation valves and allow the heater to begin

filling with water.
6. Reconnect the gas line.

Explosion and fire hazard. Be sure that
all gas connections are tight and do not leak before
attempting to start the heater. Turn on the gas and
check all gas union(s) for leaks with soapy water before
firing the heater. Correct any leaks before firing the
heater.

8. Use a soapy-water solution to leak test the gas piping,
blower and burner flanges, and Combustion Chamber
sealing surfaces. Note the following:
a. When checking for leaks, raise the blower’s outlet

pressure by blocking the flue outlet or vent terminal
with your hand.

b. The blower can be operated with the gas turned off
if the temperature setting on the  Operating Control
Panel is lowered.

9. If leaks appear between the combustion chamber and
the cover, seal them with GE RTV 106. 

10. Reinstall the upper jackets.
11. Turn on the electrical power.
12. Start and run the filter pump for several minutes before

starting the heater in order to purge all air from the sys-
tem. Open all air vents in the system (on the Filter,
Strainer, etc.) while purging the air and leave them
open until they run a solid stream of water.

13. The heater is ready for operation.

REPAIR PARTS LIST
Kit Number

Part 77707-0232 77707-0233 77707-0234
Description Qty. 77707-0242 77707-0243 77707-0244

Tube-Sheet Coil Assembly (Standard) 1 42001-0232 42001-0233 42002-0234
Tube-Sheet Coil Assembly (Heavy Duty Copper-Nickel) 1 42001-0242 42001-0243 42002-0244
O-Ring Kit 1 77707-0117 77707-0118 77707-0119

Prolonged exposure to the ceramic fiber insulation in the
combustion chamber may cause cancer. May also cause 
temporary eye, skin, or respiratory tract irritation.

Avoid breathing fiber particulates and dust.

Wear a NIOSH/MSHA approved respirator, loose, long
sleeved clothing, eye protection, and gloves when working
with or around insulation. 
Wash work clothes separately.
Rinse washing machine after use. 
For first aid:
Eyes: Flush with water.
Skin: Wash with soap and water.
If swallowed: Do not induce vomiting. Get medical attention if 
gastrointestinal symptoms develop.
If inhaled: Get to fresh, clean air.

If any of the irritations above persist, 
seek medical attention immediately.

For additional product information or 
for a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), call 

1-800-752-0183


